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*Denotes Changes

**SENEATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers**

Voting Session:

A374 [Blee, Francis J./Van Drew, Jeff+2], Lic. person-concerns resid. disclosure

A1448 [Conners, Jack/Van Drew, Jeff+5], Distinguished Svc. Medal-expand elig.

A2379 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Munoz, Eric+3], Access to Med. Research Act

A1448 [Conners, Jack/Van Drew, Jeff+5], Distinguished Svc. Medal-expand elig.

A2425 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Bodine, Francis L.+4], Alt electrical energy-concern production

A2379 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Munoz, Eric+3], Access to Med. Research Act

A37 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Bodine, Francis L.+4], Alt electrical energy-concern production

A1448 [Conners, Jack/Van Drew, Jeff+5], Distinguished Svc. Medal-expand elig.

A2379 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Munoz, Eric+3], Access to Med. Research Act

A1448 [Conners, Jack/Van Drew, Jeff+5], Distinguished Svc. Medal-expand elig.

A2425 [Chatzidakis, Larry/Bodine, Francis L.+4], Alt electrical energy-concern production

A2602 [Manzo, Louis M./Johnson, Gordon M.+5], Ammunition-reg. sale

A4044 [Conaway, Herb/Chivukula, Upendra J.+5], Health Info. Tech. Act

A2726 [Conners, Jack/Cruz-Perez, Nilsa+21], Women Vet. Comm.-estab.

A3408 [Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher+1], Commercial lines insur. risks-pymts.

A4338 [Wisniewski, John S./Watson Coleman, Bonnie], MVC-revises org. and cert. concerns

A3408 [Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher+1], Commercial lines insur. risks-pymts.

A4338 [Wisniewski, John S./Watson Coleman, Bonnie], MVC-revises org. and cert. concerns

A4479 [Fisher, Douglas H./Albano, Nelson T.+1], Shellfisheries-revises statutory law

A4518 [Green, Jerry], Boarding house-incr. lic. fee

A4518 [Green, Jerry], Boarding house-incr. lic. fee

A4518 [Green, Jerry], Boarding house-incr. lic. fee

A4518 [Green, Jerry], Boarding house-incr. lic. fee
THURSDAY, JANUARY 3, 2008

*Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)

Considered:

- to be a member of the NJ Schools Development Authority: Carmen Twillie Ambar, Esq. of New Brunswick for the term prescribed by law.
- Laurence M. Downes of Princeton Junction for the term prescribed by law.
- Barry L. Zubrow of Far Hills for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals - Board of Trustees: Patricia C. Gilbride of Mine Hill for the term prescribed by law.
- Sherry Ramsey, Esq. of Freehold for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Turnpike Authority: Clive S. Cummis of West Orange to replace Joseph Simunovich, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Urban Enterprise Zone Authority: Ambar I. Abear, Esq. of Red Bank to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Occupational Therapy Advisory Council: Bishop Cecil G. Mullings of Jobstown to replace Eugenia Bestalka, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Passaic Valley Sewerage Commission: Frank M. Donato of Totowa to replace Kenneth Pengitore, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Police Training Commission: Catherine Frank-White of Lambertville to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Public Health Council: Richard J. Censullo of North Bergen to replace Robert Pallay, M.D., resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Rowan University - Board of Trustees: Lawrence Michael DiVietro Jr., PLS PP AICP of Wenonah for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Rutgers University - Board of Trustees: Hollis Copeland of Ewing to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the South Jersey Port Corporation: Reverend Carl E. Styles of Bridgeton to replace Barbara Tomalino, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Agriculture Development Committee: Denis C. Germano, Esq. of Medford Lakes to replace Lisa Yount Specca, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Board of Physical Therapy Examiners: Mary B. Browne, P.T., M.E.D. of West Orange to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Council on Developmental Disabilities: Gary B. Rubin of Plainfield to replace Mary Kay Weber, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Investment Council: James C. Kellogg of Bay Head for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Lottery Commission: Mary B. Browne, P.T., M.E.D. of West Orange to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Parole Board: Ambar I. Abelar, Esq. of Red Bank for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the Union County Prosecutor: Carmen M. Garcia, Esq. of Mansfield to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a Judge of the Superior Court: Robert P. Becker, Jr. of Mickleton for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a Workers' Compensation Judge: Yolanda Adrianzen of Paterson for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a Judge of the Tax Court: Patrick DeAlmeida of Princeton Township for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a Judge of the Tax Court: Jill M. Fader of Haworth to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the State Board of Education: Dorothy S. Strickland, Ph.D. of West Orange to replace Arnold G. Hyndman, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of NJ - Board of Trustees: John Hoffman, Esq. of Piscataway to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be the Bergen County Prosecutor: Theodore J. Romankow of Berkeley Heights to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be the Bergen County Prosecutor: Bruce J. Kaplan of Highland Park to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be the Middlesex County Prosecutor: John L. Molinelli of Woodcliff Lake to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

**Senate Labor Meeting 11:00 AM**

Committee Room 1, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

*Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)

Interviewed:

- The Theodore J. Romankow of Berkeley Heights to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Lawrence Michael DiVietro Jr., PLS PP AICP of Wenonah for the term prescribed by law.
- John L. Molinelli of Woodcliff Lake to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
- Bruce J. Kaplan of Highland Park to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

ASSEMBLY QUORUM Assembly Chambers

Committees at the Call of the Speaker.

MONDAY, JANUARY 7, 2008

SENATE QUORUM 12:00 PM Senate Chambers

Organization of the 213th Legislature.

ASEMBLY SESSION Assembly Chambers

Organization of the 213th Legislature.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2008

State Leasing and Space Utilization Committee Meeting 11:30 AM

Committee Room 12, 4th Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Agenda will be added upon receipt.